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It is my pleasure to present the annual report of the school for the year 2020-2021.The school was
established in 2018 with the moto “LEARN TO LEAD”. Learn to Lead is designed to make new
creators from the individual learners to effective leaders.
E.S. Lords International School, aims to be the Center of Excellence in Education using
the ESSM INOVATIVE TEACHING CONCEPT, where the seeds of the all-round development
of the children are sown at an early age.
Our vision
Our Chairman and General Secretary with propensity created a dynamic environment to
bring out the best of every student in a holistic manner. With learning’s focused on the complete
development of a child, E.S. Lords International School envisions to be the foundation for
creating wise leaders rooted in their ethnicity and culture to create a better future for all.
Our Mission
To provide a safe, nurturing and a high-end digitalized environment with a core curriculum that
enables them to be multiethnic, multicultural and a responsible member of pluralistic society.
Virtual class and their outcome at LORDS:
‘’A positive mind-set gives the ability to look for different ways to handle
situations and turn Every obstacle into an opportunity’’
Ever since Covid-19 pandemic spread its wings all over the world, all of us are going
through challenging times. Like all other areas of life, academic too has been badly hit, but our
Honourable Chairman has transformed this challenging situation into opportunities in doing
service to the student’s community by providing continuous and comprehensive education through
ESSM INNOVATIVE TEACHING CONCEPT.
He has given virtual classes to all the students for a higher order, Teaching-learning
transaction in a proactive way in E. S GROUP OF INSTITUTIONS. His brilliant thoughts and
actions created a real classroom situation by providing various physical and mental activities,
worksheets, classwork, celebration of important days and assessing the students’ learning through
online and offline examinations.
All these works are evidenced by publishing a Monthly Magazine-JOURNOLORDS. In the
review meeting conducted in the month July, Mr. Balasubramaniyan – (TASILDHAR OF

VILLUPURAM), who appreciated the Management for their service to the society and the
Facilitators for their dedication in the empowerment of children.
Parents of E.S LORDS INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL thanked the management,
principal, and the Facilitators for supporting and guiding their wards with patience and
commitment and also stated that, the online classes has developed confidence and indeed has
triggered the hidden talents of their children.
All the above achievements are due to sincere- Discipline, Determination, Devotion, dedication
and Dreaming BIG by our Facilitators.
Philosophy:
The school focuses on advanced academics with extra-curricular and co-curricular
activities. Students are trained at a very young age towards incorporating a sense of
responsibility, loyalty, team spirit, and healthy competition to become graceful and dignified
personalities.
The academic year 2020 - 2021 commenced from June 10 Through online due to covid 19 pandemic with a prayer service and all new joiners were welcomed to our school family
through ESSM Innovative Teaching concepts.
Success is the sweet result of hard work combined with the desire to excel and unfailing
dedication.
Journolords:
The learner’s activities were exhibited in the monthly journal.
The five ICONS (Effectuator, Experimenter, Expertiser, Establisher and Enricher) of lords are
identified each month based on their academic and co-scholastic performance and Published in
the Journolords.
The Journolords quiz competition has been initiated through ESSM INNOVATIVE TEACHING
CONCEPTS and it has been made available to all the school students. The winners of the quiz
have been published in the Journolords.
This has been initiated to raise awareness level and indeed to develop an opinion or a perspective
on worldly affairs. Such knowledge comes handy while taking decisions in all spheres. For
learners of Journolords, current affairs could be a mean to satisfy their thirst for knowledge and
to keep oneself updated.
CBSE Virtual Inspection Affiliation:
We did apply for senior secondary affiliation through online CBSE web portal. The
Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE) has introduced a facility for virtual inspection of
schools for "upgradation of affiliation" in view of the COVID-19 pandemic.
As the principal of lords, I did attend the CBSE VIRTUAL INSPECTION MEETING on
st
31 AUG 2020 through Microsoft team.

The virtual inspection has been conducted on September 12-2020 for the "upgradation of
secondary school to senior secondary school.
The CBSE affiliation unit appointed two inspection committee members.
MEMBER - I NIRMAL YADAV, PRINCIPAL
COLONEL`S CENTRAL ACADEMY
, GURGAON HARYANA.
MEMBER - II SUNITA MADAAN,PRINCIPAL
SETH BADRI PARSHAD D A V CENT PUB SCH
HARYANA
These two members inspected the Infrastructure, Laboratories, rest rooms and indeed had a
virtual conversation with our facilitators through online Microsoft team.
The committee acknowledged the efforts of the school management in conducting online
classes smoothly, along with various extracurricular activities, to ensure overall development of
students during the pandemic.
The CBSE affiliation board has sent a grant letter up to senior secondary level for the
period of 3 years between 01.04.2021 to 31.03.2024 with following subjects in grade: XI.
MATHEMATICS, CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS, BIOLOGY, PHYSICAL EDUCATION,
ACCOUNTANCY, ECONOMICS, BUSINESS STUDIES, COMPUTER SCIENCE.
Facilitators
The most valuable resource that any school can have is its facilitators.
The school collectively has an enthusiastic and dedicated team of facilitators in both
academic and non-academic areas. The team work of facilitators made our dream to work in this
covid-19 pandemic situation and enables the school to function smoothly and grow with new
perspectives.
Facilitators of LORDS were trained by CBSE-CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE in various
topics of academics and non-academics. All the facilitators were trained and they have
transformed their learnings towards the learners of lords.
Pedagogical approach at lords:
Innovation is the change that unlocks new value that leads to betterment and success.
The School continues to strive towards Innovation and the latest practices in the field of
Pedagogy are being continuously incorporated. The followings are pedagogical approach which
are incorporated in an innovative way during online video class.
1.Experential Learning 2. Competitive learning 3. Art Integrated Learning.
4.competency based learning.

Academic Activities:
Competitions and academic activities that go beyond the text books and the classrooms
encourage and foster a healthy and competitive spirit and effective communication skills. Some
of these events are handwriting, essay, speech and slogan writing competitions. Competitions are
also held for Poetry recitation, story writing and narration, debate, English and Hindi elocution,
GK, IQ and Math quiz competitions were conducted through ESSM Innovative teaching
concepts.
Science, Maths and English Olympiad exams were conducted virtually and the students
performed excellently at the local as well as National level.
Through the school, students are encouraged to read the JOURNAL which is being
published on our own, and our students actively participate in the quiz competition held.
Value based education is given for self-development and personality development.
This is done with the aim to inculcate students’ values like honesty, gratitude, forgiveness,
kindness etc.
Celebrations:
Life is a celebration. We just need persons to celebrate it.
To foster national integration, international understanding, religious and cultural awareness
and tolerance, various national, religious and cultural festivals and occasions were celebrated
online with due pomp and grandeur.
Our students of grade VIII and IX performed a mime show on the ‘Importance of celebrating
Women’s day’ with lots of enthusiasm, each and every scene of the show was mesmerising. The
show was not only performed just like that it also gave a portray of ‘How women were supressed
earlier in the society and how women overcame all the oppressions forced on them in the male
dominating society and got triumph over every obstacle which they faced in their life’. The
Mime show was organised by Mr. John Dept. of English.
CEO Office Meeting:
The government has taken many measures during this Covid-19 pandemic to safeguard the
students. After a long way the government gave permission to reopen schools with many safety
measures. We had a meeting with chief educational officer of our town.
The main key points of the meeting were
 The consent form to be filled by the parents in order to know if they are willing to
send their ward to school
 To report the percentage of parents who are willing to send their wards to school.
 On reopening the school, the attender or watchman in the gate to have the
thermometer and sanitizer to check the student’s temperature.

Kalaikoodam:
The E.S KALAIKOODAM, a Multi Art Institution was established in 2008 to
promote and train the South Indian Art and Culture among the younger generation. It has been
affiliated to Thanjavur Tamil university since 2020.The Memorandum of understanding has been
made with Thanjavur Tamil University on 19.1.2021.
Through E.S Kalaikoodam, we integrate the concept of every aspect of our culture. The
programs are organized in line with this vision and mission to perform the centrifugal role of
disseminating culture outward to the school children.
COURSES AVAILABLE IN KALAIKOODAM:
A) CERTIFICATE COURSES
(level 1 to 8)
1.Tamil Classical Music
(Vocal and Instrumental)
(violin,veenai and keyboard)
2. Tamil Classical Dance
(Bharathanatyam)
3.Tamil Traditional Art Forms
(Silambam,Thappatam and Karakaatam)
B) SPECIAL COURSES
1.Drawing
2.Karate
3.Skating
4.Mallakhamb
5.Chess
6.Yoga
7.Hindi
8.Hand writing
The courses are conducted and evaluated by the university of Thanjavur.
Course completion certificates are being provided by the university, which is highly recognized
both by the Govt. and by the private sectors.
Change of site inspection:
We have applied for change of site inspection from ayyankovilpattu to salamedu -Villuppuram
through CBSE ONLINE AFFILATION SYSTEM and CBSE affiliation board had confirmed
our registration on 11.30.2020 (11:45:58 A.M.)

The board has appointed Mr. R Srinivasan, Principal of Kendriya Vidyalaya, (1900037)
Neyveli, Cuddalore, Tamilnadu-603054
He visited our new campus in order to inspect the infrastructure, laboratories, building and fire
safety etc. and was indeed successful.
We have received a permission letter on 9th march 2021 for shifting of school campus E.S
LORDS INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL no:3/149, E.S Nagar Chennai Trunk Road, NH-45
Ayankovilpattu,Vikkiravandi Taluk, Villuppuram -605601(old address to E.S lords international
school.no:4/2 o2, Trichy trunk road, Salamedu, Villuppuram-Taluk, Villuppuram district 605602
NEW CAMPUS INAUGURATION:
We have inaugurated the new campus of E.S Lords International school in salamedu-Villupuram
on the auspicious day of 10th March 2021 with our respected Honourable Chairman and
Honourable General Secretary. We invited our Administrative Officer-Thiru. P.K. Kuppusamy,
Director-Smt.DR. Indira, E. S Matric school principal –Thiru.Dhanasekar, Facilitators, Parents
and students to attend the inauguration function.
Conclusion:
We believe that every Year brings changes with God Almighty’s protection. As we are passing
through an unprecedented crisis situation in the year 2020 we are confident that we will
overcome all the odds by our strong will and ethics and pave the way for the betterment of the
education fraternity and the society in general.
Before I conclude, let me assure that even though our students engage themselves in various cocurricular and life skill activities, top priority is given to academic performance. Remedial
teaching, extra classes, revisions, unit tests, class tests, assignments, project work, end of term
exams have kept them busy throughout the year. I render thanks to our Management, our
teaching and non-teaching staff and my students and parents who have been with us in all our
activities with maximum support and co-operation.
Thank You.
Smt.Dhanaselvi
Principal

